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 The info on Gaslighting and The Narcissistic Abuse Syndrome, like the rest of the book, is
leading edge and completely initial. Not only may be the publication re-written, re-organized,
up to date and expanded, it contains over 125 more web pages compared to the original. Ross
offers a more explicit rendering of The Human Magnet Syndrome, which includes fresh
theories, explanations and concepts.The Individual Magnet Syndrome: The Codependent
Narcissist Trap is a complete rewrite of Ross’s first book. Like its predecessor, it really is
written for both the layman and professional. This book contains a lot more case examples
and stories of Ross’s very own codependency recovery. Women and men have been
magnetically and irresistibly drawn jointly into romantic relationships, not so much by what
they see, experience and think, but more by invisible forces. Codependents and Pathological
Narcissists are enveloped in a seductive dreamlike condition; The soul mates of the
codependent’s dreams can be the narcissist of their nightmares. however, it'll later unfold into
a painful “seesaw” of love, pain, hope and disappointment. Visitors of the Individual Magnet
Syndrome will better understand why they, despite their dreams for real love, find themselves
hopelessly and painfully in love with companions who hurt them. This reserve will instruction
and inspire both layman and the professional.
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... publication has changed my view of relationships and how very easily we are attracted to
those who are ultimately not really . I got no idea why I was usually attracting this kind of toxic
person.. This book has changed my view of relationships and how easily we are attracted to
those who are ultimately not our soulmate, but instead our woundmate. I would recommend it
to those who have survived childhood trauma, and therefore suffer from codependency or as
Ross says, self-love deficit disorder (that i love!) This publication will leave you together with
your mouth area wide open, over and over, while experiencing what appeared to me such as
a million "aha" moments! I find Ross Rosenberg as a true humanitarian upon this issue.
Essential read for personal discovery on the path to healing. Incredible writing, effective
knowledge! Real switch has involved a lot of emotional work on my part. "why do we love
people who hurt is definitely" - shocking but true Ross is the professional on the dance
between Co-Dependents and Narcissist.. Ross Rosenberg fingernails it with this reserve! I have
been able to peel another level of the onion back again learning about SLDD, and how it offers
contribiuted to attracting toxic people. Additionally he provides history or his family that goes
back a century with ridiculous details. He gave me tools plus resources to recuperate from
SLDD (Self Love Defecit Disorder) and methods to prevent attracting toxic/narcissistic people.
Couldn't be happier with this purchase. I've even had the opportunity to use Ross wisdom to
help other females who find themselves in the toxic dance. Keep writing, making movies,
speaking, training and teaching! I am so grateful because of this book and if you have any kind
of reservations about purchasing it right now, toss the uncertainty out and just purchase it!
Hopefully the reserve is good. After leaving my 4. This book offers helped me to improve
myself and to become more understanding of others, even when they do and state hurtful
items.Ross has incredible skill with writing, and such powerful understanding and wisdom -
and I'm so happy he's sharing it with the world. This book will chsnge your daily life Ross
Rosenberg makes such a difficult subject on Codependence, Narcissists and their human
relationships so easy to understand. I purchased his new publication after reading his first
book once more, his expanded re-write edition totally hit house to why we select our
opposites in intimate romantic relationships. He offers included his own real life examples, that
makes it easier to grasp why we become who we have been by historical unhealthy
parenting.. I have already been sharing information about The Human Magnet Syndrome: The
Codependent Narcissist Trap book with my relatives and buddies and have purchased his
seminar on Codependency Remedy.. Recovering for Self Love Deficit Disorder
(Codependence). Definitely an absolute must have 5 Superstar book – this book changes your
life! Ross spells it out basically. I recommend this book especially to anyone who has
experienced childhood attachment trauma and/or narcissistic abuse and/or toxic
relationships, and I also highly recommend it to those people who have not experienced these
things so that you can understand the dynamics and how and why they exists, order to
recognize it to protect yourself. This book is amazing. In this reserve, he explains the origins of
both Narcissistic Character Disorder and Codependency or Self Like Deficit Disorder (as he
provides renamed the word). Along with his "Individual Magnet Syndrome" theory, he explains
how and just why we attract and are drawn to, our romantic partners. He explains in a way that
is easy to understand, why codependents catch the attention of narcissists and why
narcissists attract codependents.) Gives great insight into Provides great insight into, what
actually is, my life tale and the tale of countless others. We were conditioned as young
children to be attracted to some people rather than others. A real eye-opener for folks in
confusing interactions . All we know is there is extreme, irresistible chemistry. Someone who is



on top of the narcissistic level will strongly attract somebody who is on top of the
codependent scale and somebody who is high on the codependent level will strongly attract
somebody who is high on the narcissistic scale. He provides many case research of clients
that were totally useless. Narcissists will not attract narcissists and codependents will not
attractcodependents - they in fact repel one another, which is definitely why there is
absolutely no chemistry.In case you are on a healing journey and you also are trying to get
over a toxic relationship, I not only recommend this book, but I also recommend you browse
any content articles and books compiled by Ross Rosenberg that you can obtain, watch all his
YouTube video clips and go to any retreats he offers. This man may be the REAL DEAL! He
gets it!. I couldn’t stop crying as so very much discomfort resurfaced. Ross Rosenberg's
reserve and video clips (on his website) . The author perfectly describes one particular I know,
and their traumatic upbringings that contributed to their problematic behavior as adults..Ross
Rosenberg is a licensed therapist who is an expert on these topics (and many more). Ross
Rosenberg's reserve and videos (on his website) changed my life. A must read no matter how
much you think you are mindful about your issues. You have a gift! I finally am actually
changing. I've never had the opportunity to heal as yet. I am very grateful. (The cover of the
publication is kind scary however the book itself isn't!Consciously, we may know very well
what we are drawn to in a mate, but buried deep in our subconscious, can be an invisible force
(that we are not even aware of) that was programmed into us as young children whenever we
experienced childhood trauma, which pulls us toward/attracts us to a person with traits that
complement our traits. Method to shine the spotlight on learning to LOVE ourselves 1st, Ross!
you start to feel hopeless and depressed Great counsel!... I actually thought that with all my
introspection and spiritual work over the last twenty years, I comprehended myself. I will have
a very much better knowledge of how to relate to certain people (have to set very clear
boundaries), how to help people who have these behaviors (if they may be helped at all), even
though I may need to distance myself from their website, my compassion and empathy for
them is in fact greater, not much less. This book brought to light the true issues. This book is
amazing. So much crying from discomfort, crying from pleasure of understanding and getting
understood, crying from relief of thinking that maybe I was the narcissist or one that did each
one of these things no matter how hard I attempted and how much I done myself, crying from
feeling hopeful at getting solutions. It explained it all.. I finally feel like I understand the
problem and the solution. All scientifically based that is so important to me. Probably the most
valuable book about relationships I have ever read This book was recommended to me to
raised understand certain people near me who appear to have chronic problems within their
relationships. I do not expect to understand so much about these people, or around myself!.
Also, the publication describes (and this is not easy to say) some of the problematic behaviors
in myself. I knew I got a co-dependent issue but had wear it the back burner or on the “to
perform” list. Additionally, this reserve has helped me to find a few of the problematic
behaviors in myself that I would do well to change..5yr relationship with a narcissist two
months ago, this book was just what I had a need to begin moving forward. it could be
depressing audio is not the best form it has too many abbreviation and it is distracting . Not
everyone who gets involved with a Narcissist is normally a Co-dependent, occasionally
they’re empaths.. I have been treating my symptoms however, not the core base of the issues.
Whoah. Great counsel ! Subconsciously, we are recreating our childhood trauma so that they
can heal it, and we have been not even aware that is what we have been doing. It really is
never easy to examine yourself critically (with love, not self bashing) and yet it is one of the



most powerful ways to develop as a individual. This is money and time well spent!.. arrived
fast A perfect understanding of the whys and wherefores of the dynamic. My entire life made
sense after reading it. I have learned how to prevent becoming a narcissist's snack no much
longer am I neurotically naive! This reserve is definitely a Godsend for those of us who require
it. Damaged I'm unhappy about the condition it arrived in.Ross helped me personally
understand and uncover so much that We didn't realize before, about my family/upbringing
and about myself in general. Not everyone who is involved with a narcissist is a codependent I
think the book is misleading.. Codependency is usually given a really bad wrap. Codependents
are people who care, yes it's rather a issue but let’s not really beat them up because of it. But
it’s roght to value others and have a good heart and to want to make your partner happy.
Everything ought to be with in a balance. Yes, it’s not really right I put whatever you are into
another person. Don’t waste materials your money I was beyond excited to get this reserve
and beyond disappointed with it. The book requires a very difficult and challenging subject
and makes it even more complicated by creating acronym for different personalities. In order
your hearing the audio book your needing needing an in depth chart of many codes for
character types. He answers the question, "why do we appreciate people who hurt is usually" -
shocking but true. For this reason we have explosive fire work chemistry with some people
and not others.
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